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According to high-level trade officials from Canada and Mexico, both of those nations favor rapid
negotiations to incorporate more Latin American countries into the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), beginning with Chile. In early March, Canadian and Mexican representatives
attended a special conference in Washington to discuss the perspectives for expanding the threemember NAFTA into a hemisphere-wide free trade zone that would eventually stretch from
Alaska to Argentina. The conference dubbed "The Future of Economic Integration in the Western
Hemisphere" was jointly organized by the Center for International and Strategic Studies, the InterAmerican Dialogue, and the North- South Center at the University of Miami.
"Canada strongly favors the expansion of NAFTA, beginning with the rapid admission of Chile into
the agreement," said William Cosby, a high-level representative from Canada's Office of Trade
Policy, who attended the conference. Cosby says that Canada already opened bilateral negotiations
with Chile more than a year ago, but that the three NAFTA members must first "clarify" the
procedures and conditions under which more countries will be allowed to join the NAFTA before
trade talks with Chile or any other nation can advance.
On March 8, Canada's Trade Minister, Roy MacLaren, also told a committee in Parliament studying
trade issues that Canada will push for agreements with the US and Mexico on NAFTA's expansion
during 1994. "I would guess, if you put it to me, that it will be sometime in 1995, perhaps by the end
of 1995, that we might see the accession of Chile," said MacLaren.
"We hope to have an agreement on how a negotiation like this could proceed by later this spring.
The question then is how rapidly Canada, Mexico, and the US want to move forward."
For his part, Herman Von Bertrab director of Mexico's NAFTA Negotiating Office, who also
attended the conference in Washington emphasized that the Mexican government is "completely
open" to negotiating more free trade accords with other Latin American and Caribbean countries.
Indeed, on March 4 Mexico announced the conclusion of negotiations with Costa Rica over a
bilateral free trade accord between their two countries. The pact which will be signed in April by
Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari and Costa Rican President Rafael Calderon will take
effect on Jan. 1, 1995. Under the accord, both countries would eliminate import tariffs in three stages
over a five to ten year period for more than 8,400 products traded between the two countries. Once
the accord takes effect next year, import duties will be immediately eliminated on 65% of the goods
exported from Mexico to Costa Rica, and on 85% of the products that Costa Rica ships to its partner.
Von Bertrab also adamantly stressed that Mexico will not impede efforts to extend the NAFTA
throughout the hemisphere. In February, the Office of the US Trade Representative (USTR) had
circulated a confidential memorandum among top officials in President Bill Clinton's administration
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warning that Mexico may attempt to slow NAFTA's expansion in order to prolong that country's
unilateral benefits as the only Latin American member of the trade accord. "More than anything
else, the calendar for NAFTA's expansion will be influenced by political and economic conditions in
the US," said Von Bertrab.
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